
 

EDITORIAL (24 SEPTEMBER 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

 

 

          IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “the primary anchor”  

 Anchor(n)    सहारा, support. 

 After my father’s retirement I started working at an early age which 

became an anchor to my family. 

 accountable for(ph.v)    उत्तरदायी होना, answerable. 

 You and only you are accounted for your actions.  

 Audacious(adj)    साहसी, fearless. 

 In 1971 our audacious soldiers showed examples of bravery against 

Pakistan. 

 nuts and bolts(idiom)    बुननयादी नसद्ाांत , basic practical details. 

 Hard work and patience are the nuts and bolts of success. 

 Align(v)    शे्रणीबद् करना, put in line. 

 On 15 Aug teachers used to tell us to align ourselves so that sweets 

can be distributed 

 Discourse(n)    बातचीत, conversation. 

 India rejected the proposal of any political discourse with Pakistan.   

 Stymie(v)   बाधा डालना, obstruct. 

 These days whatsapp and Facebook stymie studies of the candidates. 

 Ambivalence(n)    दुनिधा, confusion. 

 I will try to clarify all your ambivalences regarding error correction 

tonight at 8 pm. 

 Credibility(n)    निश्वसनीयता, trustfulness. 

 The first thing that is important to run a marriage successfully is 

credibility. 

 Caveat(n)    चेतािनी, warning. 

 still if you are not paying attention, it is a caveat that your career can 

be unsettled. 

 Credo(n)    ननयम, principles. 

 My father even having a meagre salary, was able to run our family 

well because he worked on some basic credos of life and he taught the 

same to all of us.  

 come about(ph.v)    होना,happen. 

 Once you are settled, several good things will com about you 

simultaneously. 

 Cornerstone(n)    आधारनिला, foundation. 

 Mt father always tells me that hard work and patience are the 

cornerstones of success. 

 Ambulatory(adj)    चलनेिाला, able to walk. 

 We can see many ambulatory fast food centres on street which have 

become a very nice thing to start business on. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

           IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “on edge”  

 Edge(n)    नकनारा, border. 

 Scientists believe that we are standing on the edge of 6th mass 

extinction. 

 sell-off(n)    खरीद नबक्री. 

 Still in many villages there are “haat bazaar” where every type of 

domestic vegetables and commodities are available for sell off and 

that too in an affordable price.  

 Volatility(n)    अनथिरता, unsteadiness. 

 We should not be volatile in our attitude and aim.   

 Scrips(n)    पत्रक, a provisional certificate. 

 After selection in PRE, the successful candidates get scrips to enter 

only the MAINS. 

 

 

        What is 'Sensex' 

The S&P BSE SENSEX, also called the BSE 30 or simply the SENSEX. 

 
 

 ‘Sensex’ is the index of 30 well-established and financially sound 

companies listed on Bombay Stock Exchange. 
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        What is ‘Nifty' 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKpxr0fWQjg

